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THE BIRKMAN METHOD® AND STRESS MANAGEMENT

We know that the ability to manage stress has vital consequences in our professional and

personal lives. The Stress Management report specifically targets better self-management. 

This seven-page report addresses three areas where stress can easily occur. Since few of us

take the time to acknowledge or articulate our own needs, we may especially react to unmet

needs in these situations: 

•  Interpersonal relationships

•  Schedules and details

•  Decision making

This Stress Management report offers information to help you manage your own individual

Needs (as described by the Birkman behavioral Components) and to more easily avoid areas of

potential Stress. 

In each of these areas, the first page identifies some symptoms of Stress that you may express,

feel or exhibit in this situation. The report then provides suggestions as to what you can do to

prevent or at least minimize those behaviors that might further increase the Stress that you

may be feeling. When asterisks also appear next to the title for a particular page, they indicate a

greater intensity or priority of the information. 

The second page of each section provides information that relates to your motivational Needs.

When your Needs are generally met, you can more easily use your Usual Behaviors. This report

also helps you understand what may be happening (which Need is not being met) when you do

experience symptoms of Stress. 

Finally, the report provides suggestions as to how you can proactively manage Stress by taking

specific actions to meet your own Needs on an ongoing basis. 
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STRESS OF INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS

The Stress Behaviors surrounding the area of interpersonal relations relate to the Self-
Consciousness and Social Energy Components. Your Stress scores in these areas are 31 (Self-
Consciousness) and 27 (Social Energy). 

Your Stress scores do not suggest that this is an area of significant concern for you. 
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MANAGING NEEDS FOR SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS AND SOCIAL
ENERGY

The Stress Behaviors surrounding the area of interpersonal relations relate to the Self-
Consciousness and Social Energy Components. Your Stress scores in these areas are 31 (Self-
Consciousness) and 27 (Social Energy). 

Based upon these scores, it is likely that you need: 

• Straightforward instructions • Freedom from group pressures

• Praise that is free of sentiment • Special time to be alone;

• Associates who speak up easily      time to be quiet and think

• People who get to the point • Individualized benefits

• Direct questions or corrections • A few, close, one-on-one friends

In order to build resistance to or avoid stress in this area, we recommend that you: 

• Identify a person or group that interacts with you in an objective manner and spend more

time with that person or group.

• Build a hit list of things you know have gone well, and use it to help you gauge your

success.

• Find opportunities to assess real signs of success and identify areas that you need to

improve upon.

• Build a relationship with a "coach" who, without being shy about it, can help you evaluate

how well you have done in a situation.

• Set aside quiet time for yourself every day; you need solitude to recharge.

• Take active steps to protect yourself from interruptions when you are working on an

important or stressful task.

• Allocate at least one weekend a month just to be alone with that one person who is most

important to you.  The more difficult this is to do, the more important it is.

• Prepare yourself for big holidays or hectic social periods by spending more time being quiet

and alone.
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STRESS OF DEALING WITH SCHEDULES OR DETAIL ****
The number of asterisks associated with the Stress scores indicates the intensity of the Stress Behaviors when they occur. 

The Stress Behaviors surrounding issues dealing with details and schedules relate to the
Insistence and Restlessness Components. Your Stress scores in these areas are 7 (Insistence)
and 6 (Restlessness). 

Based upon these scores, when you are feeling stress in this area, we expect you may begin to: 

• Be thrown off pace by a little surprise, and react by resisting new suggestions without

thought.

• Feel threatened by new or changing circumstances and lose sight of the big picture.

• Over-concentrate on finishing one thing at a time, and find it uncomfortable to do parts of

two tasks at once.

• Take little questions or requests as authority to start a big project; making a mountain out

of a molehill.

• Wait until time has almost run out before starting a task.

• Ignore necessary routines or systems, and not follow through on essential detail.

When these behaviors occur: 

• Allow time for disruptions in your daily and weekly schedules.

• Develop a quick outline of the essential elements of a problem before getting involved with

potential solutions.

• Define the content, effect and time requirements of a task before beginning action.

• Seek out the issues that help define the priorities in a new situation and get time requirements

clearly established before starting to plan the project.

• Work to fit new projects into existing schedules rather than reworking your plans completely.

• Practice working against more than one priority or deadline at a time.

• Be sure to go back and finish the original priority when your schedule has been disrupted by

unexpected changes.
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MANAGING NEEDS FOR INSISTENCE AND RESTLESSNESS

The Stress Behaviors surrounding issues dealing with details and schedules relate to the
Insistence and Restlessness Components. Your Stress scores in these areas are 7 (Insistence)
and 6 (Restlessness). 

Based upon these scores, it is likely that you need: 

• Freedom from close controls • A minimum of abrupt changes in routine

• A minimum of structured routine • Consistently applied policies or rules

• Direct access to everyone • Only one or two tasks at a time

• Unusual and stimulating tasks • Protection from interruptions

• Flexible rules and policies • Predictable schedules and tasks

In order to build resistance to or avoid stress in this area, we recommend that you: 

• Set aside times every week to follow some new interest or satisfy a new curiosity.

• Indulge your sense of adventure whenever possible; use vacations or hobbies to try new

activities.

• Create frequent opportunities to discuss future goals, plans and activities with your family

and/or co-workers.

• Make schedules that allow you flexibility in executing tasks and plans.

• Develop work schedules that allow you to spend significant periods of time on one project

without interruption.

• Use time management skills, gatekeepers (official or otherwise) or any other means to

protect yourself from distractions and disruptions when working on tedious tasks.

• Arrange major work schedules in such a manner that you can fit in a few interruptions

without getting behind.

• Establish routines for the beginning or end of the day, however simple; they will provide

background structure when life gets busy.
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STRESS OF MAKING DECISIONS

The Stress Behaviors surrounding decision-making issues relate to the Physical Energy and
Thought Components. Your Stress scores in these areas are 41 (Physical Energy) and 32
(Thought). 

Your Stress scores do not suggest that this is an area of significant concern for you. 
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MANAGING NEEDS FOR PHYSICAL ENERGY AND THOUGHT

The Stress Behaviors surrounding decision-making issues relate to the Physical Energy and
Thought Components. Your Stress scores in these areas are 41 (Physical Energy) and 32
(Thought). 

Based upon these scores, it is likely that you need: 

• A minimum of prolonged activity • Quick decisions from others

• Stimulation of new ideas • Forceful and definite bosses or peers

• Friendly, low-key surroundings • A minimum of ambiguity in situations

• Time for reflective thought • Thoughtful suggestions from others

• Unhurried work conditions • Opportunities to take action quickly

In order to build resistance to or avoid stress in this area, we recommend that you: 

• Plan schedules and projects so you can stop and think about where you have been and

where you are going.

• Give more time to abstract or philosophical thought and activities.

• Avoid taking on too many projects or social obligations when things are getting hectic at

work.

• Develop a relaxing, low-key hobby or recreation, and make use of the curative powers of this

activity often.

• Build family plans and goals carefully using a thorough planning procedure so that you look

at all the factors and options for important decisions.

• Develop contacts with aggressive but careful thinkers who can help you think things

through carefully without holding you back unnecessarily.

• Work out rules with those close to you that allow you to move quickly on little issues but

help you to be cautious on important ones.

• Remind family and coworkers that you need fast-paced action when decisions are required,

and ask them to push options aggressively while helping you avoid black and white

thinking.


